3R Class Story for World Book Day:
The Food Fighters vs Burnious, the Ferocious Fire Breathing Dragon
One windy afternoon, there were two Superheroes named Joe and Lulu who were
walking along The Thames to do some shopping. They called themselves The Food
Fighters. Little did the citizens of London know, these twins had a very special power;
they could shoot robotic food out of their hands! Just as they were about to finish paying
for some cakes, they looked out the window and saw a ferocious fire breathing Dragon
destroying the city of London! He was perched on top of Big Ben, roaring fiercely and
breathing hot, red flames of fire onto the London Eye. The people on the streets started
to scream and run for their lives. But not Joe and Lulu. They knew exactly what to do!
“My name is Burnious and my mission is to completely destroy the city of London!”
exploded the dragon, who was getting angrier and angrier by the second. He started
flapping his enormous, brown wings and flew up into the sky where he disappeared
amongst the clouds.
The Food Fighters knew that they had to find and capture the dragon before he did any
more damage to the city.
“He must pay for his crimes,” stated Joe firmly, “and we are the only people that can
stop him.”
“I agree,” nodded Lulu, “but where do you think he has gone?”
The Food Fighters used their powers to create the longest ever piece of spaghetti that
would lead them to the Dragon. They followed the thick, yellow strand of spaghetti and it
eventually led them to an ancient cave in the middle of The Dazzling Gleam, an
enchanted forest not far from London. Surrounding the cave, they could see dozens of
bright, sparkly pairs of eyes glaring at them from all sides. The normally calm and happy
creatures that live in The Dazzling Gleam suddenly looked very angry and ready to
attack.
“I bet Burnious cast a spell on them to stop us from finding him,” whispered Lulu.
One by one, the creatures from the enchanted forest emerged from the shadows. There
were unicorns and wolfwalkers, angry elves and so many other enchanted creatures
that all looked furious. Joe and Lulu stood back to back and got their hands ready.

“We don’t want to hurt them Lulu, we just need to stop them from getting too close to us
while we go into the cave,” murmured Joe.
“We need something sticky. Something to hold them in place. How about super sticky
chewing gum?” Lulu suggested.
The Food Fighters pointed their hands towards the enchanted creatures of the forest
and blasted their feet with as much chewing gum as they could produce. The unicorns
could no longer move their feet, the elves were propelled back into the trees and
became stuck, and the other creatures were all glued to the forest floor. Joe and Lulu
finally started moving slowly towards the entrance of the cave where Burnious was
hiding. It was very dark inside the cave, until suddenly, Burnious started blowing fire at
them! The flames allowed Joe and Lulu to see exactly where the dragon was in the
cave, and the magic wand that he had placed on the floor next to him. They held up
their hands and pointed them towards Burnious. Joe created some karate chopping
carrots and shot them at the dragon first. Lulu blasted the dragon with some punching
potatoes and blinding bananas. This distracted Burnious for long enough that Joe could
grab the magic wand that he had used to cast a spell on the other creatures in the
forest.
As quickly as they could, Joe and Lulu started running towards the exit of the cave.
Burnious was quickly catching up to them. As they got closer to the exit, Joe lifted the
wand and used it to cast a spell on the cave so that Burnious could never leave it. They
dived out of the cave and watched as Burnious pounded on the invisible barrier that was
holding him inside. At the same time, they also dissolved all of the chewing gum that
was holding the enchanted creatures down. They all ran away, looking very scared as
the dragon continued to roar and try to escape.
Two hours later, the exhausted Food Fighters returned to London and presented the
magic wand to the Mayor, Mr Bonson. Together, they used the wand to repair all of the
damage that Burnious had caused, and Mr Bonson held a special ceremony where he
gave Joe and Lulu two gold medals to say thank you.

